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Advances in Technology ...Advances in Technology ...

�� Helical CT: High output XHelical CT: High output X--ray tubes, continuous ray tubes, continuous 
gantry rotation/table motiongantry rotation/table motion

�� MDCT: Over past 15 years total detector rows MDCT: Over past 15 years total detector rows 
and beam width have increased  and beam width have increased  
−− 2, 4, 8, 10, 16, 20, 32, 40, 64, 128, 256, and now 320 2, 4, 8, 10, 16, 20, 32, 40, 64, 128, 256, and now 320 

slice scannersslice scanners

�� Beam width up to 16cmBeam width up to 16cm

�� Speed Speed –– gantry rotation time down to 1/3 secgantry rotation time down to 1/3 sec

→→ ......
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Increasing scan speed & anatomical Increasing scan speed & anatomical 
coveragecoverage

�� Improved temporal resolution Improved temporal resolution ““freezesfreezes””
physiologic motionphysiologic motion
−− Scan entire chest in a breath hold (10 sec)Scan entire chest in a breath hold (10 sec)
−− Scan entire heart in a heart beat (1 rotation)Scan entire heart in a heart beat (1 rotation)

�� Growing number of clinical applicationsGrowing number of clinical applications
−− Emergency room trauma scanningEmergency room trauma scanning
−− Cardiac applicationsCardiac applications
−− Perfusion studies (repeated scans in one location)Perfusion studies (repeated scans in one location)
−− Oncology treatment planningOncology treatment planning

�� ((…… and billing opportunities)and billing opportunities) →→ ......
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More pediatric applicationsMore pediatric applications

�� Fast scanners allow for pediatric CT imaging that Fast scanners allow for pediatric CT imaging that 
previously may have required anesthesia, etc.previously may have required anesthesia, etc.

�� 200% increase in pediatric CT over last few years200% increase in pediatric CT over last few years
D.FrushD.Frush

�� ConcernsConcerns
−− ↑↑ radioradio--sensitivitysensitivity
−− ↑↑ organ and effective doses, particularly when technical factors organ and effective doses, particularly when technical factors 

are not adjustedare not adjusted

�� 600,000 annual CT scans on children under 15 might 600,000 annual CT scans on children under 15 might 
result in 500 additional cancer deaths from IR result in 500 additional cancer deaths from IR 

D.BrennerD.Brenner-- AJRAJR
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�� As of 2006, 62 million CT procedures As of 2006, 62 million CT procedures 
performed annuallyperformed annually

AAPM96/IMV Report in CTAAPM96/IMV Report in CT

�� In U.S., CT comprises only 15% of all exams In U.S., CT comprises only 15% of all exams 
but generates 70% of delivered dose dose but generates 70% of delivered dose dose 

MettlerMettler 20032003

CT dose:   A concern?CT dose:   A concern?
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�� Diagnostic XDiagnostic X--ray continues to increase in  ray continues to increase in  
proportion of the populationproportion of the population’’s total s total 
exposure to I.R.exposure to I.R.
−− 11% of total burden in 1980 to 17% in 200011% of total burden in 1980 to 17% in 2000

−− Up to 60% of manmade exposureUp to 60% of manmade exposure

�� Proportion of that burden due to Proportion of that burden due to CTCT has has 
dramatically increased in last two decadesdramatically increased in last two decades
−− Growing at rate of 10Growing at rate of 10--15% annually15% annually

NEXT NEXT –– CTCT
ShrimptonShrimpton & & EdyveanEdyvean
MettlerMettler
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CT as a Screening Tool?CT as a Screening Tool?

�� Risk vs. benefit Risk vs. benefit 
−− when scanning a symptomatic patient to when scanning a symptomatic patient to 

render a diagnosis render a diagnosis 

vs.vs.

−− When used as a screening tool on an When used as a screening tool on an 
asymptomatic populationasymptomatic population
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Federal Stance Federal Stance ((2005)

�� XX--rays officially inducted to FDA list of rays officially inducted to FDA list of 
carcinogens carcinogens 

�� Sanction of the noSanction of the no--threshold modelthreshold model

�� No safe dose of radiationNo safe dose of radiation

�� Any increase in dose increases riskAny increase in dose increases risk



CT Dose distribution differs from CT Dose distribution differs from projectionalprojectional

Absorbed energy in tissue (60 keV)
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Unlike conventional projectional radiography where beam exit energy 
is a fraction of entrance, in CT rotating source encircles the body so 
that PA and AP entrance dose are nearly identical leading to a more 
uniform dose distribution and generally higher organ dose
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CT dose paradigmCT dose paradigm

The local tissue dose from a The local tissue dose from a singlesingle slice isslice is notnot
the samethe same as the dose in the very same tissue as the dose in the very same tissue 
when additional adjacent slices are made.when additional adjacent slices are made.

... because each additional slice scatters ... because each additional slice scatters 
radiation into adjacent slices.radiation into adjacent slices.
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�� D(z) = dose profile along zD(z) = dose profile along z--axis from:axis from:

z

Single slice acquisitionSingle slice acquisition Multiple slice acquisition

D(z)

z

D(z)
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Dose from multiple slicesDose from multiple slices
�� Even if nonEven if non--overlapping slices (and ignoring beam overlapping slices (and ignoring beam 

penumbra) scatter tails of multiple contiguous scans penumbra) scatter tails of multiple contiguous scans 
overlap and contribute to an increased integral dose overlap and contribute to an increased integral dose 
profileprofile

�� Function of: Function of: 
−−Single Scan Profile Width (T)Single Scan Profile Width (T)
−−Number of scans (N) Number of scans (N) 
−−Spacing (I)Spacing (I)
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Computed Tomography Dose Index Computed Tomography Dose Index 
(CTDI) (CTDI) –– defineddefined

TotalTotal area of area of D(zD(z)) under width Tunder width T
of central scan of multiple scan of central scan of multiple scan 
profile = total area of single scan profile = total area of single scan 
dose profile (including scatter dose profile (including scatter 
tails)tails)

∫
•

•-

= dzzDTCTDI )()/1(

D(z)

T

D(z)

z z



scatter

1° & scatter

electrometer NT

Measuring CTDIMeasuring CTDI
�� Single axial scan (in phantom to Single axial scan (in phantom to 

emulate patient scatter) of nominal emulate patient scatter) of nominal 
beambeam thickness NT where:thickness NT where:

−− N is number of slices of thickness TN is number of slices of thickness T

�� We measure the total integral area We measure the total integral area 
D(zD(z) of the single scan with pencil ion ) of the single scan with pencil ion 
chamber long enough to collect chamber long enough to collect 
scatter tailsscatter tails
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CTDI CTDI –– FDAFDA

�� FDA defined CTDI over 14 slices (n is the FDA defined CTDI over 14 slices (n is the 
number of slices/acquisition)number of slices/acquisition)

�� CTDI = (1/nT)CTDI = (1/nT) ∫∫∫∫∫∫∫∫
7T7T

--7T 7T D(z) D(z) dzdz

�� This assumed that you either had:This assumed that you either had:
−− TLDsTLDs or film to measure D(z) profile ... ORor film to measure D(z) profile ... OR

−− A 100 mm chamber covering 14 A 100 mm chamber covering 14 -- 7mm slices7mm slices

−− Can overestimate dose for thin slicesCan overestimate dose for thin slices
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CTDICTDI100100

�� StandardizesStandardizes integration limits across 100 mm chamber integration limits across 100 mm chamber 
(rather than 14 slices of varying size)(rather than 14 slices of varying size)

→ = (ELCf )/(NT)∫-




=

cm

cm
dzzD

NT
CTDI
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5100 )(
1

• E = measured value of integrated exposure 

• L = active length of pencil ion chamber,  typically 100 mm
• f = conversion factor from exposure to dose

• C = electrometer calibration factor - typically close to1.0

• N = actual number of data channels used during one axial scan

• T = nominal slice width of one axial image (scan collimation)

where

beam 
collimation
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CTDICTDI100100

�� CTDICTDI100100 Measurements are done:Measurements are done:
−− In Both Head and Body PhantomsIn Both Head and Body Phantoms

−− Using ONLY AXIAL scan techniquesUsing ONLY AXIAL scan techniques

(CTDI = A(CTDI = Area under the single scan dose profile)rea under the single scan dose profile)

−− At isocenter and at least one peripheral position in each phantoAt isocenter and at least one peripheral position in each phantomm

BodyBodyHeadHead
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Question:   Dose to what?Question:   Dose to what?
When determining CTDIWhen determining CTDI100100, one is calculating dose to ...?, one is calculating dose to ...?

7%

0%

40%

20%

33% 1.1. airair

2.2. tissuetissue

3.3. acrylicacrylic

4.4. none of the abovenone of the above

5.5. CTDICTDI100100 is not a function of materialis not a function of material
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What f factor to use?What f factor to use?

�� When determining CTDIWhen determining CTDI100100, one is calculating , one is calculating 
dose to dose to →→ airair

AirAir -- f factor of 0.87 f factor of 0.87 radrad/R/R

Tissue  Tissue  -- f factor of 0.94 f factor of 0.94 radrad/R/R

Acrylic  Acrylic  -- f factor of 0.78 f factor of 0.78 radrad/R/R

CTDICTDIFDAFDA and often what vendors reportand often what vendors report

→
AAPM Report 96: Measurement, AAPM Report 96: Measurement, 
Reporting, & Management of Reporting, & Management of 
Radiation Dose in CT (JanRadiation Dose in CT (Jan--08)08)
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CTDICTDIww

�� Due to attenuation CTDI is not Due to attenuation CTDI is not 
homogeneous across the FOV homogeneous across the FOV ––
particularly in 32 cm body phantom where particularly in 32 cm body phantom where 
gradient between periphery and center is gradient between periphery and center is 
on order of 2:1on order of 2:1

�� To arrive at a single descriptive value we To arrive at a single descriptive value we 
use a use a weighted average weighted average of center and of center and 
peripheral CTDIperipheral CTDI100100

20

20

20  
mGy

20 10

CTDIwCTDIw = (1/3) CTDI= (1/3) CTDI100100, , centercenter + (2/3) CTDI+ (2/3) CTDI100100, , peripheralperipheral
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CTDICTDIww doesdoes describe dose within a describe dose within a single single x,yx,y scan planescan plane

�� measured for a single measured for a single axialaxial scanscan

�� does reflect scatter contributions from adjacent scansdoes reflect scatter contributions from adjacent scans

�� assumes contiguous, nonassumes contiguous, non--overlapping scans overlapping scans 

CTDICTDIww does not does not ......

�� describe dose for helical scans describe dose for helical scans (though close for pitch =1)(though close for pitch =1)

�� do well for nondo well for non--adjacent slices frequently seen in adjacent slices frequently seen in 
helical scanning where Xhelical scanning where X--ray beam may overlap ray beam may overlap 
(common with MDCT) or where extended pitch leaves (common with MDCT) or where extended pitch leaves 
gaps between rotations.gaps between rotations.

CTDICTDIww LimitationsLimitations
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Volume CTDI (CTDIVolume CTDI (CTDIvolvol))
�� Calculated from CTDIwCalculated from CTDIw

�� Represents the Represents the average doseaverage dose in the central in the central 
region of a multiple scan examregion of a multiple scan exam

�� Averages over x, y Averages over x, y andand zz

�� Accounts for helical pitchAccounts for helical pitch

CTDIvol =  1   • CTDIw

pitch

PITCH = table index per rotation (I) / total nominal scan width (NT)



QuestionQuestion : : Which of the following CT scan protocols Which of the following CT scan protocols -- all all 
made on different scanners with similar measured CTDImade on different scanners with similar measured CTDI100100
values values -- would you expect to result in the highest would you expect to result in the highest CTDICTDIvolvol??

(All are done at 120 (All are done at 120 kVpkVp and identical beam collimations)and identical beam collimations)

50%

17%

17%

17%

0% 1.1. mAmA = 400, rotation time = 0.5 sec, pitch = 1= 400, rotation time = 0.5 sec, pitch = 1

2.2. mAmA = 100, rotation time = 1 sec, pitch = 0.5= 100, rotation time = 1 sec, pitch = 0.5

3.3. Effective Effective mAsmAs = 200, pitch = 0.5= 200, pitch = 0.5

4.4. Effective Effective mAsmAs = 200, pitch = 1= 200, pitch = 1

5.5. There is no difference in There is no difference in CTDICTDIvolvol for these for these 
protocolsprotocols
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Not all scanners provide same information to user: Siemens & PhiNot all scanners provide same information to user: Siemens & Philips lips 
use concept of use concept of ““effective effective mAsmAs”” which already takes pitch into accountwhich already takes pitch into account

1.1. mAmA = 400, rot. time = 0.5 sec, pitch = 1:= 400, rot. time = 0.5 sec, pitch = 1: eff. eff. mAsmAs = (400*0.5)/1 = = (400*0.5)/1 = 200200

2.2. mAmA = 100, rot. time = 1 sec, pitch = 0.5:= 100, rot. time = 1 sec, pitch = 0.5: eff.mAseff.mAs = (100*1)/0.5 = = (100*1)/0.5 = 200200

3.3. Effective Effective mAsmAs = 200, pitch = 0.5:= 200, pitch = 0.5: eff.mAseff.mAs = = 200200

4.4. Effective Effective mAsmAs = 200, pitch = 1= 200, pitch = 1 eff.mAseff.mAs = = 200200

5.5. There is no difference in There is no difference in CTDIvolCTDIvol for these protocols for these protocols ––

all have the same effective all have the same effective mAsmAs

Effective Effective mAsmAs = (= (mAmA* sec)/pitch* sec)/pitch
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CTDI LimitationsCTDI Limitations

�� Says nothing about Says nothing about lengthlength of scan ...of scan ...
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CTDIvol = 20 mGy

CTDIvol still = 20 mGy

How do we represent the greater biologic risk?
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Dose Length Product (DLP)Dose Length Product (DLP)

�� Represents Represents integrated doseintegrated dose in terms of in terms of 
total scan length (# slices total scan length (# slices •• slice width)slice width)

�� DLP = CTDIDLP = CTDIvolvol (mGy) (mGy) •• scan lengthscan length (cm)(cm)

�� DLP reflects total energy absorbedDLP reflects total energy absorbed
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DLP = 200 mGy•cm

DLP = 400 mGy•cm

CTDIvol = 20 mGy
ten 1-cm slices

CTDIvol still = 20 mGy
twenty 1-cm slices
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DLP from DLP from CTDICTDIvolvol

AAPM Report 96AAPM Report 96
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Problems with CTDI methodologyProblems with CTDI methodology

�� Assumes entire scatter tails are captured in their Assumes entire scatter tails are captured in their 
entirety by the chamberentirety by the chamber

�� In body phantom, CTDIIn body phantom, CTDI100100 underestimates underestimates 
MSAD (for pitch 1) by approximately 30% MSAD (for pitch 1) by approximately 30% (Boone)(Boone)

�� The wider the collimation the worse the problem The wider the collimation the worse the problem 
(MDCT 25 & 30 mm beam widths now common, (MDCT 25 & 30 mm beam widths now common, 
160 mm now being introduced)160 mm now being introduced)
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�� Chamber is 100 mm & phantom is Chamber is 100 mm & phantom is 
150 mm length150 mm length

�� Chamber underChamber under--reports: can capture reports: can capture 
primary, but scatter tails are lostprimary, but scatter tails are lost

�� How to measure wider beams?How to measure wider beams?
−− Longer phantoms & pencil chambersLonger phantoms & pencil chambers

Expensive & impracticalExpensive & impractical

−− Multiple scans with small chamberMultiple scans with small chamber

May be sensitive to dose May be sensitive to dose 
inhomogeneitiesinhomogeneities or or ““dose stripingdose striping””
from diverging beam (especially at from diverging beam (especially at 
periphery) and tube positionperiphery) and tube position

Problems with CTDI methodologyProblems with CTDI methodology

scatter

1° & scatter

nT
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CTDI Limitations: Increasing beam width CTDI Limitations: Increasing beam width ……

Courtesy K. Geleijns

(Leidin University, The Netherlands)

4 x 11 x 5 16 x 0.5 64 x 0.5 320 x 0.5

1998 2001 2004 2007
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Courtesy K. Geleijns

(Leidin University, The Netherlands)

CTDI100

CTDI300
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Correction factors Correction factors ……
Courtesy K. Geleijns

(Leidin University, The Netherlands)
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Small volume measurement devices can be sensitive to non-uniform CT 
radiation pattern – particularly at surface

32 cm CTDI phantom 
contiguous axials

Film profile @ surface

DeMarco ‘05

As well as phase
in helical scans 
(position of tube 
at start of scan)
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4 x 1mm 16 x 1.25 mm

MDCT dose efficiency: OverMDCT dose efficiency: Over--beamingbeaming
For each detector row in MDCT to see same radiation intensity, all must be 
located in the umbra region of beam, the penumbra (which could be integrated 
into the signal of a single detector) is not utilized and adds to patient dose

Percentage loss greatest with 
relatively few detector rows

Cody, et al. Report of CT dose for 
MDCT scanners used in NLST -
suggests improved dose efficiency in 
more complex scanners.
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Phantoms vs. PatientsPhantoms vs. Patients

�� Phantoms easy to work with Phantoms easy to work with --
symmetric, homogeneous, and symmetric, homogeneous, and 
standardized. Patients exhibit none of standardized. Patients exhibit none of 
these featuresthese features

�� Not a good estimate for objects that Not a good estimate for objects that 
vary in size and shape from reference vary in size and shape from reference 
cylinderscylinders
−− CTDI tends to overestimate dose for large CTDI tends to overestimate dose for large 

patients and underestimate for small/pediatric patients and underestimate for small/pediatric 
patientspatients

−− Without dose modulation, entrance dose Without dose modulation, entrance dose 
increased in the lateral relative to the AP increased in the lateral relative to the AP 
projection (1/rprojection (1/r22 source source ––skin distance)skin distance)
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What is the question being asked? What is the question being asked? 

�� CTDI may provide a useful benchmark for CTDI may provide a useful benchmark for 
comparing scanners and protocolscomparing scanners and protocols

�� By itself CTDI is not a good estimate of By itself CTDI is not a good estimate of 
organ dose or radiation riskorgan dose or radiation risk

�� To estimate risk we need to investigate To estimate risk we need to investigate 
dose to organs and Effective dosedose to organs and Effective dose
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Effective Dose (HEffective Dose (HEE) ) 

� Effort to equate the partial body 
exposure of diagnostic X-ray to a 
whole body equivalent stochastic 
risk

HHEE(Sv(Sv) = ) = SS wwTT ¥¥ HHT T ((SvSv) ) 

�� wwTT values are tissue weighting 
factors that assign stochastic risk 
relative to radiating whole body

0.050.05remainderremainder

0.010.01skinskin0.010.01bone bone 
surfacessurfaces

0.050.05thyroidthyroid0.050.05liverliver

0.050.05bladderbladder0.050.05esophagusesophagus

0.050.05breastbreast0.120.12bone marrowbone marrow

0.120.12lunglung0.120.12coloncolon

0.120.12stomachstomach0.20.2gonadsgonads

ICRP60 wT values
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Determining Tissue/Organ Dose?Determining Tissue/Organ Dose?

�� TLDsTLDs and and MOSFETsMOSFETs on anthropomorphic on anthropomorphic 
phantoms an improvement over homogeneous phantoms an improvement over homogeneous 
plastic cylinders, but ...plastic cylinders, but ...
−− Absolute dose measurements require reference Absolute dose measurements require reference 

calibration of solid state detectors and appropriate calibration of solid state detectors and appropriate 
energy correctionsenergy corrections

−− ““PointPoint”” measurements must be extrapolated to organs, measurements must be extrapolated to organs, 
whole body.whole body.

−− Measurements specific to a given phantom size, Measurements specific to a given phantom size, habitushabitus, , 
and composition not necessarily and composition not necessarily generalizablegeneralizable to actual to actual 
patients  patients  
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Organ dose with Monte Carlo Organ dose with Monte Carlo 

�� Computation intensive method that tracks Computation intensive method that tracks 
large numbers of individual photons large numbers of individual photons 
through mathematical models of phantoms through mathematical models of phantoms 
and patients and calculates dose and patients and calculates dose 
deposition from individual photon/tissue deposition from individual photon/tissue 
interaction processesinteraction processes
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Monte Carlo dose estimates of standard Monte Carlo dose estimates of standard 
phantom modelphantom model

�� NRPB: Monte Carlo transport of CT spectra NRPB: Monte Carlo transport of CT spectra 
through MIRD phantomthrough MIRD phantom

�� Based on mathematically described organ Based on mathematically described organ 
models of a standard, hermaphroditic, adult of models of a standard, hermaphroditic, adult of 
given tissue composition.given tissue composition.

�� Dose estimates based on original, contiguous Dose estimates based on original, contiguous 
axial scan data from earlier scanners but can axial scan data from earlier scanners but can 
accept input for helical, modern MDCT accept input for helical, modern MDCT 
protocols with scanner protocols with scanner ““matchingmatching”” factors.factors.

�� Input CT model, scan protocol, and scan extent Input CT model, scan protocol, and scan extent 
and database generates table of organ doses and database generates table of organ doses 
and an effective dose.and an effective dose.

�� Multiple methods have evolved or are derived Multiple methods have evolved or are derived 
from this method from this method (Huda, Atherton, (Huda, Atherton, ImPACTImPACT, , LeHeronLeHeron, , KalendarKalendar))
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Normalized effective dose (Normalized effective dose (kk) coefficients ) coefficients 

�� European Working Group European Working Group -- CT Quality guidelinesCT Quality guidelines

�� Set of factors relating Monte Carlo based organ Set of factors relating Monte Carlo based organ 
dose to DLP valuesdose to DLP values

�� Standardizes CT dose reporting for typical scansStandardizes CT dose reporting for typical scans

�� Thus effective dose Thus effective dose can be estimatedcan be estimated (within 10%) (within 10%) 
directly from DLP values (which directly from DLP values (which can be measuredcan be measured
in phantom and/or obtained from scanner console)in phantom and/or obtained from scanner console)
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Effective dose Effective dose ªª ((kk) * DLP) * DLP

AAPM Report 96AAPM Report 96
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Example: Example: ““Low doseLow dose”” Chest protocolChest protocol

�� Protocol: 120 Protocol: 120 kVpkVp, 80 , 80 mAmA, 0.5 sec. rot., 4 x 2.5 beam width, 0.5 sec. rot., 4 x 2.5 beam width

�� 100mm pencil chamber at center position of 32cm phantom reading:100mm pencil chamber at center position of 32cm phantom reading: 26.7 26.7 mRmR

�� Center CTDICenter CTDI100100 = (= (ELCfELCf )/(NT) = 2.3 )/(NT) = 2.3 mGymGy

�� Similarly, CTDISimilarly, CTDI100100 at 12:00 = 4.7 at 12:00 = 4.7 mGymGy

�� CTDICTDIww = (2/3 center + 1/3 periphery) = = (2/3 center + 1/3 periphery) = 3.9 3.9 mGymGy

( ) mGy
mm

RradmmmR
rad

mGy

mR

R 3.2
)5.2)(4(

)/87.0)(0.1)(100)(8.26( 10

1000

1 =· ·
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Example: Example: Low doseLow dose Chest protocolChest protocol

�� Applying the measured axial CTDI values to a helical protocol whApplying the measured axial CTDI values to a helical protocol where ere 
the table the table incrementationincrementation is 15mm/rotationis 15mm/rotation

�� CTDICTDIvolvol = = CTDICTDIww/pitch = /pitch = CTDICTDIww x (NT)/I = x (NT)/I = CTDICTDIww (4 x 2.5/15) (4 x 2.5/15) 

= (3.9 = (3.9 mGymGy) (0.667) =  ) (0.667) =  2.6 2.6 mGymGy

�� Assuming a 35 cm long chest:Assuming a 35 cm long chest:

DLPDLP = (2.6 mGy)(35) = = (2.6 mGy)(35) = 91 91 mGymGy--cmcm

�� And using the k factor for an adult chest of 0.014:And using the k factor for an adult chest of 0.014:

Effective doseEffective dose = (91)(0.014) = = (91)(0.014) = 1.3 1.3 mSvmSv
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Limitations of current dose Limitations of current dose 
determination methodsdetermination methods

�� No specific modeling of MDCTNo specific modeling of MDCT
−− Schmidt & Schmidt & KalendarKalendar recently modeled Siemens Vol. Zoom recently modeled Siemens Vol. Zoom 

�� MDCT have broader beam widths, different shape & MDCT have broader beam widths, different shape & 
composition of bowcomposition of bow--tie filters, shorter focal to tie filters, shorter focal to isocenterisocenter
distancesdistances

�� Helical scanners have variable pitch (0.5Helical scanners have variable pitch (0.5--2) and introduce 2) and introduce 
nonnon--contiguous slicescontiguous slices

�� Recent advent of tube current modulation Recent advent of tube current modulation -- both in plane both in plane 
and longitudinally along gantry axis and longitudinally along gantry axis -- requires specific requires specific 
modeling techniques to simulatemodeling techniques to simulate
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LimitationsLimitations
�� Extrapolating calculated organ Extrapolating calculated organ 

dose estimates for dose estimates for 
mathematical models of a mathematical models of a 
standard man to actual standard man to actual 
patients is problematicpatients is problematic

�� Actual patient size & Actual patient size & 
morphology can have morphology can have 
significant impact on dose significant impact on dose 
(Huda, Cody)(Huda, Cody) as can age, gender, as can age, gender, 
and ethnicityand ethnicity
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Next step Next step →→

SSpecific scanner, scan protocol, and pecific scanner, scan protocol, and 
patient modelingpatient modeling

Monte Carlo simulations that model current MDCT Monte Carlo simulations that model current MDCT 
scanners in helical (or axial) mode transporting scanners in helical (or axial) mode transporting 
photons through photons through voxelizedvoxelized models of real patientsmodels of real patients
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−− Source to Source to isocenterisocenter

−− Beam collimationBeam collimation

−− Beam path (helical, non contiguous, etc.Beam path (helical, non contiguous, etc.

−− Beam spectrum (vendor supplied)Beam spectrum (vendor supplied)

−− BowBow--tie equalization filter (modeled on tie equalization filter (modeled on 
proprietary vendor information of shape and proprietary vendor information of shape and 
composition)composition)

Models that explicitly specify scanner & Models that explicitly specify scanner & 
scan geometry including:scan geometry including:
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CT X-ray spectra

Collimation & 
scanner geometry

CT source:
User defined, 

Scanner & Protocol Specific

Bow-tie filter

sampled source
position: x, y, z

q

direction vectors
(u,v,w)
f ( w , q , & j )

j

w



Monte Carlo Simulation Application: Monte Carlo Simulation Application: 
Evolution of Phantom Evolution of Phantom DosimetryDosimetry

Model and benchmark against
“conventional” dosimetry phantoms

Calculate irradiation patterns, organ 
dose, whole-body effective dose in 
patient-specific voxelized phantoms



Patient Based PhantomsPatient Based Phantoms
VoxelizedVoxelized Patient ModelsPatient Models

− From GSF (Petoussi-Henss, Zankl et al, PMB, 2002)
− Visible Human based upon the CT data from the Visible Human Project of 

the National Library of Medicine

30.930.9180180103103MaleMale3838Visible HumanVisible Human

28.028.01701708181FemaleFemale2626HelgaHelga

******97*97*65*65*MaleMale4848FrankFrank

27.327.31701707979FemaleFemale4040DonnaDonna

22.222.21761766969MaleMale3838GolemGolem

19.219.21631635151FemaleFemale3232IreneIrene

16.416.41151152222FemaleFemale77ChildChild

12.912.957574.24.2FemaleFemale8 wks8 wksBabyBaby

BodyBody--Mass Mass 
Index (kg/mIndex (kg/m22))

Height (cm)Height (cm)Weight (kg)Weight (kg)GenderGenderAge (yr)Age (yr)GSF ModelGSF Model
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GSF GSF -- GolemGolem

Patient Based PhantomsPatient Based Phantoms
The GSF data is 
based upon organ 
segmentation of 
the original CT scan 
sets.

ICRU 44 elemental 
composition and 
mass density
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Patient based: Simulation Scan ProtocolsPatient based: Simulation Scan Protocols

�� For each size patient model, simulate wholeFor each size patient model, simulate whole--body scan body scan 
(MDCT scanner (MDCT scanner -- GE GE LightspeedLightspeed 16)16), mapping , mapping HUsHUs of tissues of tissues 
into Monte  Carlo materialsinto Monte  Carlo materials

�� Evaluate: Evaluate: 
−− organ doseorgan dose
−− wholewhole--body effective dose body effective dose 

�� Scan Protocol:Scan Protocol:
−− Top of head to midTop of head to mid--thighthigh
−− Helical scan, pitch=1, 120 kVpHelical scan, pitch=1, 120 kVp
−− Body bowtie for Adults, head bowtie for Baby and ChildBody bowtie for Adults, head bowtie for Baby and Child
−− 16 x 1.25 mm nominal beam collimation16 x 1.25 mm nominal beam collimation
−− On a per 100 mAs basisOn a per 100 mAs basis



QuestionQuestion: : On a normalized On a normalized -- per per mAsmAs basis (e.g. basis (e.g. 
mSv/mAsmSv/mAs) ) -- how would you expect effective dose how would you expect effective dose 
to vary with increasing patient size/weight?to vary with increasing patient size/weight?

20%

20%

20%

20%

20% 1.1. IncreaseIncrease

2.2. DecreaseDecrease

3.3. Remain the sameRemain the same

4.4. Cannot be determinedCannot be determined

5.5. Effective dose is independent of patient Effective dose is independent of patient 
sizesize

10
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Whole-Body Scan, Average Organ Dose 
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y = -0.1001x + 19.936

R2 = 0.9482
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Lung Screening ProtocolLung Screening Protocol

�� For each model, simulate low dose lung For each model, simulate low dose lung 
cancer screening protocolcancer screening protocol

�� Evaluate Evaluate 
−− wholewhole--body effective dose body effective dose 

−− organ dose to lung and thyroidorgan dose to lung and thyroid

�� Scan ProtocolScan Protocol
−− Thoracic inlet to base of lungs (into liver)Thoracic inlet to base of lungs (into liver)
−− Helical scan, pitch=1.375, 120 Helical scan, pitch=1.375, 120 kVpkVp
−− 16 x 1.25 mm nominal beam collimation16 x 1.25 mm nominal beam collimation
−− 80 80 mAsmAs (0.5 sec rotation time at 160 (0.5 sec rotation time at 160 mAmA))



( )
kDLPDoseEffective

lengthscanCTDIDLP

mSv

VOL

×=
×=

Results Results –– Low Dose Thoracic ScanLow Dose Thoracic Scan

European Guidelines, Jessen, 1999
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Fetal Dose with MDCTFetal Dose with MDCT

�� Existing methods:Existing methods:
−− Idealized geometric modelsIdealized geometric models

Not pregnantNot pregnant

−− Single dose estimateSingle dose estimate
Limited allowance for patient sizeLimited allowance for patient size

Single gestational age (<8 weeks)Single gestational age (<8 weeks)

Homogenous fetusHomogenous fetus

−− No standard of truth for comparisonNo standard of truth for comparison

�� How well do these represent a range of How well do these represent a range of 
patient anatomies & gestational age?patient anatomies & gestational age?
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Monte Carlo ApproachMonte Carlo Approach
�� Model CT scanner characteristicsModel CT scanner characteristics

−− GE GE LightSpeedLightSpeed 16, pitch 116, pitch 1

�� Model 27 pregnant patients of Model 27 pregnant patients of 
gestational age of < 5 weeks to 37 gestational age of < 5 weeks to 37 
weeksweeks
−− VoxelizedVoxelized models created from actual models created from actual 

patient image sets patient image sets 

−− including early and late term including early and late term 
pregnanciespregnancies

−− MotherMother’’s sizes size

−− Fetal sizeFetal size

−− Gestational ageGestational age

−− Fetal composition (bone, tissue)Fetal composition (bone, tissue)
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UterusUterus

UterusUterus

< 5 weeks (gestation sac not visible)< 5 weeks (gestation sac not visible)
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UterusUterus

Gest. SacGest. Sac

UterusUterus
Gest. SacGest. Sac

7 weeks (embryo not visible)7 weeks (embryo not visible)



Average Maturity:

24 weeks

UterusUterus

Gest. SacGest. Sac

FetusFetus
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Most Mature Fetus:

36 weeks



Voxelized Patient ModelsVoxelized Patient Models

�� Radiologist contoured organs:Radiologist contoured organs:
−− Fetus (if visible)Fetus (if visible)
−− Gestational sac (if visible)Gestational sac (if visible)
−− UterusUterus
−− Within the fetus, voxels assigned Within the fetus, voxels assigned 

to bone or soft tissueto bone or soft tissue

�� Outside of uterus Outside of uterus voxelsvoxels assigned assigned 
to one of 6 tissue types (based on to one of 6 tissue types (based on 
HU):HU):

−− Lung, fat, water, muscle, bone, airLung, fat, water, muscle, bone, air
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Fetal resultsFetal results

99--13.613.6
(size allowance +/(size allowance +/-- 20%)20%)

11.311.3FelmleeFelmlee (n=1)(n=1)

******1212ImPACTImPACT (n=1) (n=1) 
(MIRD based uterine dose)(MIRD based uterine dose)

7.37.3--14.314.310.810.8Patient Specific Patient Specific 
(n=27)(n=27)

RangeRangeAverageAverageMETHODMETHOD

Fetal dose (mGy/100 Fetal dose (mGy/100 mAsmAs))

Comparison models (that don’t account for gestational age) tend to 
overestimate fetal dose

Angel, et al. 2008



Normalized radiation dose 
does not appear to correlate 
with gestational age …

but does correlate with 
mother’s perimeter

Angel, et al. 2008
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What about Dose/Tube Current What about Dose/Tube Current 
Modulation?Modulation?

�� Use scanner/patient specific modeling Use scanner/patient specific modeling 
to determine:to determine:

−− How much is overall dose reduced?How much is overall dose reduced?

−− What happens to individual organ dose?What happens to individual organ dose?
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�� For variable tube current, modify scanner XFor variable tube current, modify scanner X--
ray source model to vary output as a function ray source model to vary output as a function 
of gantry angle (in plane modulation) and z of gantry angle (in plane modulation) and z 
axis position along source pathaxis position along source path

�� Use data from actual patient scan that Use data from actual patient scan that 
provides: provides: 
−− tube current vs. tube angle vs. table positiontube current vs. tube angle vs. table position

−− ((mAmA vs. vs. θθ vs. z)vs. z)

Variable Variable mAmA Monte Carlo modelMonte Carlo model
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1.741.746.1316.1313.5223.522TotalTotal

1.771.770.1460.1460.0820.082Remainder OrgansRemainder Organs

2.282.280.1660.1660.0730.073ColonColon

2.372.370.0010.0010.0000.000BladderBladder

1.701.700.5950.5950.3500.350EsophagusEsophagus

1.281.281.0441.0440.8130.813ThyroidThyroid

1.841.841.3541.3540.7370.737StomachStomach

2.042.040.5810.5810.2840.284BreastBreast

1.641.640.0650.0650.0400.040Bone SurfaceBone Surface

1.641.640.1870.1870.1140.114Bone MarrowBone Marrow

1.871.870.4820.4820.2580.258LiverLiver

1.851.850.0300.0300.0160.016SkinSkin

1.811.810.0070.0070.0040.004GonadGonad

1.961.961.4731.4730.7500.750LungLung

RatioRatioconstant mAconstant mAvariable mAvariable mA

Ratio of maximum mA to average mA = 1.77

Effective Dose Table (w/ weight factors)
Siemens Sensation 16 

applied to GSF “Donna”
(extrapolated)
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Dose to individual organs from tube Dose to individual organs from tube 
current modulation?current modulation?

�� Dose reduction is relative Dose reduction is relative –– what is what is 
comparison comparison mAmA??

�� Current work being done on effect of dose Current work being done on effect of dose 
modulation schemes on breast dosemodulation schemes on breast dose
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Voxelized Patient ModelVoxelized Patient Model
�� Voxelized models from Voxelized models from actual patient imagesactual patient images

�� Radiologist contoured breast tissueRadiologist contoured breast tissue

−− (glandular +adipose)(glandular +adipose)

�� Glandular tissueGlandular tissue automatically segmentedautomatically segmented

�� Lung tissueLung tissue semisemi--automatically segmentedautomatically segmented

−− 5 lung density categories, depending on HU5 lung density categories, depending on HU

�� Voxels outside the breast and lung regions automatically Voxels outside the breast and lung regions automatically 
assigned to material types:assigned to material types:

−− fat, water, muscle, bone, or airfat, water, muscle, bone, or air

−− further subfurther sub--divided into 17 density categories, depending on its divided into 17 density categories, depending on its 
HU valueHU value

*(as defined by ICRU 44)*(as defined by ICRU 44)



Original ImageOriginal Image

Segmented ImageSegmented Image

RadiologistRadiologist ’’s Contours Contour

Voxelized ModelVoxelized Model

lunglung

glandular glandular 
breastbreast
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Patient specific calculations in the clinic?Patient specific calculations in the clinic?

�� Validated Monte Carlo modeling can be used to ask Validated Monte Carlo modeling can be used to ask 
specific questions and could serve as a specific questions and could serve as a ““goldgold”” reference reference 
standardstandard

�� Not generally practical on an individual patient basisNot generally practical on an individual patient basis

�� Patient and scanner specific Monte Carlo modeling Patient and scanner specific Monte Carlo modeling 
probably better suited for characterizing dose probably better suited for characterizing dose -- and and 
identifying factors that effect doseidentifying factors that effect dose-- across a range of across a range of 
patient, scanners, and scan protocols patient, scanners, and scan protocols 

�� Create data tables of scaling factors to allow estimation Create data tables of scaling factors to allow estimation 
of patient and organ dose calculated from standardized of patient and organ dose calculated from standardized 
measurements made on a CT scanner  measurements made on a CT scanner  
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Recommended readingRecommended reading

�� AAPM Report 96: The Measurement, AAPM Report 96: The Measurement, 
Reporting, and Management of Radiation Reporting, and Management of Radiation 
Dose in CT (JanDose in CT (Jan--08)08)
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